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Resonant Frequency, Viscoelastic and dissipative part of the force curve
measured, are automatically computed. Probe (sample) stiffness, Young's

modulus, Friction, Dissipation force and Energy dissipation are automatically
computed. For more information about the software, click here. Author:Dipak
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force (F) and Energy Dissipation (E) were obtained by calculating from the
original x-position and the derivative of the cantilever position from the

second oscillation. To get a cumulative energy dissipation trace, keep jumping
the F file, until you get an Energy trace. To get dissipation from the start of

the trace, by recording the position from the start of the trace. View software
and tutorial. This software is free for non-commercial use. It is always

advisable to use a licensed program for measuring and analyzing force
spectroscopy data. This program does not measure or analyze force

spectroscopy data.... A simple software for analysis of AFM images. It is a free
Windows application.... Download:... nanoscope software (version 5.12, 1 June
2008).... Version 5.12 includes: Fixed a memory leak that occurred when using
LeakFinder to analyse the memory usage of the app.... This article contains a

list of all the software freely available to manipulate data from Scanning Probe
Microscopy (SPM), that is, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and Scanning

Tunnelling Microscopy (STM). Users also searched for software called
NanoScopeAnalysis. New! Automation of image processing and analysis using
Run History and browser improvements New! Image Export allows export of
images to BMP, TIFF, PNG and JPG with or without scale and color bar and
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